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ABSTRACT 

In a survey for alpha activity among cyclotron-produced neutron-

deficient nuclides or the medium heavy elements alpha activity was found 

in a number of rare earth nuclides with atomic number gl-eater than 62 

(samarium) and in a gold and a mercury nuclideo The experimental results 

of studies of the various alpha activities discovered in this investigation 

are presented., 

Experimental values of alpha decay .rates are compared with calcula-

~~ons from four different alpha decay rate formulaso The trends of the 

rare earth alpha decay ene~ies are noted and their interpretation as a 

~onsequence of a decrease in neutron binding energies just beyond the 

closed shell of 82 neutrons proposedo 
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ALPHA RADIOACTIVITY IN THE MEDIUM HEAVY ELEMENTS 

J o Oo Rasmussen~ So Go Thompson and Ao · Ghiorso 
Department of Qhemistry ~ .. Radiation Lab.oratory . . 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

September 20, 1951 

I o INTRODUCTION 

·Radioactive decay by emission of alpha particles is a commonly ob-
·"· ', ·'' 

served mode of decay in the isotopes!/ both natural and artificial9 of. the 

elements of atomic number greater than 82, that of leado However~ with 

the lone exception of the alpha emitting isotope of natural samarium 

(Z ~ 62), discovered by Hevesy and Pah11 in 1933~ alpha decay in isotopes 

of elements bel~w bismuth (Z = 83) had not been reported prior to l949o2 

At_ various times the problem of alpha stability in these lighter elements 
. . . 

has been consideredo3 It had been noted f~om obser1~tion of the general 

~lope of the experimental mass defect curve that most isotopes of mass 

number greater than about 150 ate energetically unstable toward alpha de= 

cayo The fact that alpha decay had not been observed (excepting in samarium) 

in the naturally ocetll"X'ing isotopes of the medium heavy elements could be 

.~equately explained by the quantum mechanical consideration of the rate 
. . . 

of penet,ration of the coulombi(<::'; potential barrier by escaping alpha p;trti= 

cleso ·The decay rate formulas developed by G~ow4 and by Gurney and Condon5 

an~ verified by comparison with experimental alpha decay data in the heavy 

elements showed the alpha decay·rate to be a very sensitive exponential 

f':up.ction of decay energy o Thus 1 the naturally o~GcUI'ring isotopes of medium 
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heavy elements might ~e unstable toward alpha decay by energies up to 

about 2 Mev and still have unobservably long alpha decay half-lives 

(greater than ""1016 years)., 

Kohman6 has made an analysis of the binding energies for alpha 
semi= 

particles in medium heavy elements~ based on the/ empirical mass equation 

Q~.Bohr and Wheeler7 and the exPerimental mass defect curveo On this basis 

Kohman has predicted for the medium heavy elements that those nuclides suf-

fi?iently far to the neutroll<»deficient side of the beta stability region 

might exhibit observable alpha decayo The mass defect curve is not well 

enough known in the regions of interest to make very exact predictions., 

A semiempirical f'ormula for alpha decay energy developed by Feenberg~8 

t~ into account the finite comp:ressibility of nuclear matter~ leads 
- _\ ·. 

to the same general conclusionso 

S1;.udies9 of the systematics .of alpha decay energy among the heavy ele-

m,e~ts have shown that, in accordance with the above mentioned theoretical 
' ·.• 

pre~ctions 9 for a series· of isotopes (constant Z) the natural trend of 

alpha d·ecay energy is to increase as the number of neutrons is decreased, 

_exc.ept f'or a .large discontinuity at the. closed shell of 126 neutrons" 
1· 

While alpha decay energy generally increases with decreasing neutron number9 

~h~ energy available f'or orbital electron capture or positron decay also 

generally increases (aside from fluctyations due to nuclear shell effects) 

~~ consequently~ half-lives for both modes of decay decrease" Whether 

or.: not by the removal of neutrons in the medium heavy elements alpha emis

sion would become an important mode of decay before the half-lives beQ\Uie 

inconveniently short .for detection had to be tested by experiments., 
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I •-' • ... ,' 

The production of such highly neutron=4e£icient is©topes became feasi-

ble ~th ·the completion ~i th~ 184=in~h ~clotron at Berkeley9 for it was 

shownlO that the highly excited ~o~po~d nuclei for.m~d by bom~ent' of 

~ea.-& and medium heavy eiem:erits with 200 to 400 M~ alpha particles$) deu.= 

terons 9 or protons dissipated much of this excitation energy qy the evapora-

tion of the small nuclear particless> predominantly neutronso Thus 9 i'air 

yields of' (d 9:xn) 9 (ps>xn) 9 or (a9:xn) reactions with x ranging from one to 

t~lve or more could be reasonably expected at high bombarding energieso The 

ci:>mpeti tion ' of the fission reaction with neutron evaporation was expected 

to be much less serious in medium heavy than in heavy elementso11 

ItS> therefore9 seemed worth while to initiate a survey in whi©h ta.r= 

gets of various medium heavy elements would be subjected to high energy 

particle bombardments and then examined for alpha radioactivitye For the . 
~ tial survey it seemed advisable to bombard wi:th deuterons or protons 

of reasonably high energy (""200 Mev) and to examine the target material 

for alpha radioa.cti rl ty as soon after. bombardment as possible in an argon= 

filled ionization chamber conne~ted to a 48~channel differential pulse ana~ 

lyzero12 Thus 9 in addition to detection of alpha radioactivity an alpha 

patticle energy measv.rem.ent 'by comparison with alph&=emi tting standardSJ of 

JcnOwn energy was obtainedo Such an energy measurement .usually sufficed 

t9: distingUish the sough·t-f'or alpha activities from those alpha activities 

produced from heavy element impuri·ties in ·the target materia.lo The fact 

th.at the coulombic barrier fo~ alpha particles is less for medium heavy 
·,, . . ·. 

~l~ent nuclei than for heavy element contaminant nuclei insures that the 

a+pha radioactivity from a medium heavy element is of lower energy than 
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the heavy element alpha radioactivities of comparable alpha dec~ half-liveso 

In 1949 Thompson and ce=workers2 reported some positive results of 

this survey, the discovery of alpha radioactivity in neutron deficient iso-

topes of gold and mercury and in isotopes of the rare earth elements corr-

taining a few more than 82 neutronso 

... ~ 
The present paper is concerned with the detailed study of the alpha 

radioactive isotopes d~scovered in the survey, particularly in the heavy 

rare earth regiono '"'lso11 several hithertQ unreported alpha-active iso-

tqpes in the rare earth region are reported.o 

I.t may be worth mentioning at this point that with similar short 11 

SUI"V"ey-type bombardments with 200 Mev protons on tungsten, tantalumg sU

;~~' pall~ium, samarium oxide, and tellurium (Tel2~) o:x:ide13 it was not 

possible with the techniques employed here to detect induced alpha radio-
, 

activity other than that .ascribable to heavy element contaminationo The 

significance of these negative results is only qualitative; faster,. mor.e 

sensitive techriiques may eventually uncover induced alpha activity in the. 

r,egici>ns where initially negative results were obtainedo In particular, 

the prospect of obtaining bombardments of good intensity.with 100 Mev car-. 

bon ions in the Berkeley 6Q...inch cyc10tron14 ·has renewed interest in re

peating by this new means the survey for alpha radioactivity in these re

g~pns o Through carbon ion bombardments of neodymium oxide it· has ·been 

~hown that the highly neutron-deficient isotopes exhibiting alpha activity 

can be ·produced without producing large amounts of less neutron-deficient 

is?topes, whose beta-gamma radiations make the search for small amounts of 

· a1ppa activity more difficulto 1arger amounts of the undesired ~light~ 
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neutron-deficient isotopes, which add to the beta-gamma background, are 

inevitably produced by high energy bombardments with the conventional bom

bardment particles (Hl, H2, He4)o 

II o EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

. A., ~reduction of A1pha Active Isotopes 
. 

For the production of the alpha active isotopes to be inves~igated 

three particle accelerators at the Universit,y of California Radiation 

Laboratory have been used~ the 184-inch cyclotron, the 6o=inch, cycle-

tron, and the 32 Mev proton linear accelerator., 

Rare earth elements were bombarded as the poW.ered oxideso Materials 

of the highest available chemical purity were generally used as target 

:IIU:i.:terials o Freedom from heavy element impurities (uranium, thorium, bismuth, 

and lead) was especially important in experiments on short-lived activities 

were rare earth chemical separations were not feasible" In the 184=inch 

cyclotron the oxides were generally bombarded within envelopes of 0.,00025 inch 

platinum clamped to a probe within the cyclotron tanko The probe could be 

positioned within the tank to expose the target material to bombardment at 

a radius corresponding to the desired bombardment energy" Where metal foils 

were bombarded in the 184-inch cyclotron, they were clamped to target holders 

at th\\l end of the probeo In the 6o=inch cyclotron alpha particle1 deuteron, 

or proton bombardments, the rare earth oxides were bombarded in the special 

t~get assembly developed for the transcurium isotope work at this labora

tory and describ~ in a recent artie!~ by Thompson et al.,15 This w.ter 

cooled assembly exposes the target to bombardment by the deflected beam of 
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the 60-inch cyclotrono The cl2 ion bombardments of rare earth oxi~es 

were made within the vacuum tank9 with the oxides wrapped in envelopes of 

0.00025-inch tantalum foilg 'Which were in turn clamped to a probeo 

Bo Detection of Alpha Activity 

Alpha activity was detected ,following bombardments by counting sam- . 

p~es in argon-filled ionization chamber counters adjusted with the aid of 

an oscilloscope such that they would count only the relatively large ioni

zation pulses pro~uced by alpha particles and not the "pile-ups" due ~o 
.. .f· .,.,;.:.· ,. '>li'·' 

beta-gamma activityo Alpha particles of the energies encountered in this 

work (2o9 to 5o7 Mev) rapidly lose energy by ionization in trav~;-$al of 

mattero Therefore, it was desirable that samples for alpha courlting be 

made as thin as possibleo Samples vere usually prepared by evaporation . -
of . a.cti ve solutions on 5 mil thick platinum discs o The discs were heat¢ 

to ~~d heat in a flame to drive off all remaining moistlire and_ to destroy 
self= 

o:r;,-ganic material in order to minimize the/absorption of alpha acti~ty in 

the sample o : 
' ~ .. , 
·\;. ~ ~ _;~ " Despite the fact that target materials of good purity 

:were used, there was often enough alpha. activity present from heavy elemen~ 

~ontamination that it was found desirable to use as the detection device 

1il;l.e special argon-filled ionization chamber and 48-channel differential 

pulse height analyz~l"ol2 By counting the alpha radioactivity in the pulse 

anaJ.yzer ion chamber a -measurement o:f the pulse height was obtainedo The 

alpha particle energy could then be calculated by compari~<?n with the pulse 
- .:.··: 

h~ights proc:luced by alpha emitter standards of know energy o Since the 
·' 

~~clear coulombic potential barrier for alpha particles is cop~iderably 

'' 
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lower for rare earth element nuclei than for heavy element nucle19 the alpha 

particles emitted by the rare earth ~lament nuclei have energies less ·than 

that of any heavy eleme~t contamination alpha activities of comparable 

alpha decay half=lives by at least 1 Mevo Thus~ from the observation of 
-- .• . 

alphapal'l;icle energy and the lU_pha decay half=life of the activity alone 9 

aq estimate of the atomic number of the alpha active nuclide can be made 

with an uncertainty not greater than approximately teno 

For each alpha activity observed in.the medium heavy elements it 

wuld be desirable to obtain the following infor.niation: (1) Alpha particle 

energy~ (2) half-life of activity9 (3) atomd.c number of alpha active nuclide 

(element assignment}9 (4) mass number of nuclide:> and (5) other modes of 

decay~ their accompanying radiationsp and branching ratios between the 

decay modes of the nuclide., The experimental methods employed for obtain-

ing such information are discussed in the appendixo 

,· ,,, 

IIL EXPER:mENTAL RESULTS 

A number of the alpha emitting nuclides discovered among the neutron= 

deficient nuclides of the medium heavy elements have been studied individuallyo 

- Table I lists a number of these alpha emitters with some of their propertieso 

Following the ~able the experimental results are presented in greater detailo 

The ± sign with numerical data precedes the estimated limits ot error9 not 

the probable error o E;perimental uncertainties in this wo;rk generally arise 

from so many sources as to render statistical evaluation of probable error 

impractical a Figure 1 shows' the section of the isotope chart in which the 

rare earth alpha emitters ar~ situated. 
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A. Europium Isotopes (Z ~ 63) 

In the .first preliminary report2 concerning this investigation it was 

st~~e~_that bombardment of samarium (Z = 62) oxide with 200 Mev protons 

produced no significant amount of alpha activity. ,'!'his and other early 

proton bombardments of samarium for short periods of time (less than one 

hour), which also gave negative results, indicated that alpha decay is not 

a prominent mode of decay among those neutron-deficient isotop~ of europiUm 

· a.pd samarium, whose half-lives are long enough _(>3 minutes) to have been 

9pserved. 

Later it was found possible by longer bombardments of samarium targets 

with prot?ns or de~terons to produce enough of one europium isotope~ .Eu147, 

· to observe its alpha decay branching. Comparabl~ amounts of Eul45, Eu148 fJ 

~d Eu149 have not shown detectable alpha activity and are presumed to have 

partial alpha decay half-lives greater by at least a factor of five than 

that of Eul47" Following bombardment of separated isotope 6~ml47 oxide 

with 8.,5 Mev protons and of natural samarium oxide with 19 Mev deuteronsjl 

there has been observed a small amount of alpha activity which decays with 

about a three week half-lifeo 

After these bombardments europium activities were separated from the 

s~ium target material by means of the standard cation exchange column 

elutions described in Appendix I.,3" The eluting agent for the 82° C separa

tion was pH 3o4 citrate solution. Low energy alpha activity was detected, 

fqllowing-chemical separation, in the europium fraction. 

Energy determination for 'the europium alpha activity was made by pulse 

analysis · of a thin vaporized sample. . The pulse analysis curve is shown in 



Fi~e 2, together with curves for the alpha energy standards Gd148 and 

sm14 7 taken at aoout the _ same time o . The alpha particle energy for .the 

st~dard sm147 (a uniform, vaporized sample of Oak Ridge separated sm147 
.. . . . ·- '' . ' 

oxide) was taken as 2ol8 Mev from the work of Jesse and Sadauskisol6 The 
. - . 

energy for the standard ool48 is taken as 3ol6 Mev11 the determination of 

li7hich is described in the following. section, III R,; ·.,By linear- interpolS

tion between the standards the alpha particle energy of this europiUm activi-
1 . . 

ty is determined to be. 2o88 Mev With e~timatOO. l:i.Iriits or error ± o.,i Mev~ 
< -

The alpha activity peak at 3ol6 Mev in the europium sample is presumed to 
. .., . 

be due to Gdl48 11 formed-... by alpha particles contBmi.nating the 60-inch · 
'. . . 

cyclotron deuteroll balm:;,:. The cation exchange separation «:loes ·not .separat·e 
' . .. 

gadolinium completely from europium under·the conditions used in-this worko 

C,hemical proof' that .the 2<;88 Mev alpha activity is due to a_~uropium 

nuclide and not to a gadolinium nuclide_ (which ~ght conceivably have been 

produced by alpha p~ticles ·in the. deuteron or proton beams of the 60...inch 
'. - . ' - ~ .. 

cyclotron) has been made. by subjecting a mixture of a .. sample · cont~ining 

2.;88 .Mev alph/1 ~~tivity and Gd14~ ()ol? Mev) alpha tra?~r to a. sodium amal

gam reduction separation (~ppendix Io3 )_o . Alpha pulse analysis of activity 

in the reduced rraction. and or activity not reduced showed- the predOminance 
• 4 . . . 

of .2o88 Mev alpha activity. iti.the.reduced 'fraction (europiUm.) and 'o:f 3ol6 Mav 

alpha activity in that not reduC?ed (gadolinium) o 

_From the .dee~ curve (Figttre 3) for the total co~t rate summed ~er 

the 2o88 Mev peak on the pulse analyzer, a value of 26 .± :4 days 'Was-. deduced 

for the hair-life of the activityo The large limits of error on the half

life determined from this curve arise from the statistical uncertainties 
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attend.ing these determinations of such low counting rates and the fact that 

decay could only be .followed through a decay factor of threeo 

_ · _ ~ ~eneral ~tudy of the neutron deficient europium isotopes by Hoff 5' 

. _RaSmussen, and Thompson17 has been recent~y made by, proton and deuteron 

bombardments of isotopically enriched samari~ oxidel3 targets. The is~ 

tope Eu147 was fouhd to decay predominantly b,y electron capture with a 

half-life of' 24 .. ± 2 days as determined from Geiger counter decay curveso 

None of the other neutron deficient europium isotopes with mass numbers 

between 144 and 150 have half-lives near 24 days. Hence, the 2o88 Mev 

~pha activity in europium must arise from Eu147. 

Determination of' the branching ratio between alpha decay and electron 

capture in ~147 is difficult, since the detailed decay scheme for the 

electron capture process in Eu147 has not been studied yet. Hence, it is 
... , . ' 

· not known what to assume for the counting yield of a Geiger=Mueller counter 

for the radiations accompanying electron capture decay of :Eul47. In order 
' 

to make a rough estimate of the a/EC branching ratio_ in ~l47 the decay of 

the 24 day activity was followed by counting the same thin vaporized sample 

~ the alpha pulse analyzer and in a windowless methane proportional counter 

(~u6leometerl8) operated at 5 keVo The countiilg yield of the nucleometer 

for electron capture decay is generally much·higher than that of a conv~ 

~ional geiger counter since the nucleameter co~ts Auger and conversion 
' 

e~ectrons of' low energies which would be stopped by the window of a geiger 

counter. It was found in this laboratory for a few heavy element electron

capturing nuclides whose absolute disintegration rates can be calculated 
I 

by observation of' groWth of their alpha active daughters that the mean 
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counting yield of 30 percent for the electron capture process in the nucleo

meter is not greatly in error for a.rzy of the examples studied., ~_ssuming 

30 percent counting yield for the electron capture decay of Eul47 in the 

nucleometer and a counting yield of 40 percent for the alpha decay in the 
- ' . 

alpha pulse ~zer, the branching ratio was calculated to be roughly 

. a,LE;c ~ 1 x l<r5., -With this branching ratio the partial half-life for 
···.! .. ~ •· r· -.~ . 

al,pha decay is about 6 x 103 years., It is evident that the uncertainty 

of this partial alpha half-life estimate is largely~ due t6 · the· .counting 

y:i.eld assumption for ECo .. ~t is probably reliable within a factor of. threeo 

B o GadoliniUm Isotopes (Z = 64) 

1.. 3.,16 Mev Gd148., After a bombardment of dysprosium oxide with 
:., • _• ,· I•"· • 

200 Mev protons a small amount of a long=lived9 low energy alpha activity 

~s found o Subsequent bombardments showed it to be produced in much larger 

yield by 38 Mev alpha particle bombardment ()f natural samarium oxide or, in 

still greater yield, of samarium e~ichedl3 in ~,ml470 4J.so this activity 

was produced in large yield by 50 Meir proton bombardment of europium oxide 

and in low yield wi. th 32 Mev protons o 

Bombarded material containing this activity was subjected to chemical 

separation by standard cation exchange column elutions and by sodium amalgam 

r~uction ,which procedures are described in ~ppendix . I .. 3., In alf. these 

s~parations the long lived alpha activity remained with the gadolinium 

£~action. 

The alpha particle energy of this long lived gadolinium isotope was 

determined by pulse analysis and comparison with alpha-emitting standards 
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technique 
of known energy'- by use of a .pulse generator/d.:iscusse4 .in :Appendix L·lo. 

·THe· energy was determined as 3.,156 Mev from the plot in Fignre 12o ·An 

earlier determination using. fewer standards gave 3ol8 Mevo The value 

3_~16 ± Oot Mev was·· selected~ with conservatively large error limits selected 

because the afPha energy ·standa.rds used wer.e. of much 'higher energy~·· 

The 3ol6 M~v alpha activity is too long-lived for-.a half-life deter.;.. .. 

minat:i.on by the usual decay methodso A small sample (158 alpha disinte

gra tions ·per ~inute} . of this activity was· c~mnted. a:t intE?rvtillS during a 

period of one y:e.ar ··in a •. ·Standard 2 TT geomet~, ioniza:f::;i_Oll: · champer alpha coun

ter and did not.decay detectably (<2.percent)o -These.cotmt;i_ng data ~sta-. 

blished. a lower. limit of 35 years for the half=lifeo . . ' 

The detemill.~t~_6n "6i<mass number of th~ 'gaaolil'iium''<is0 tope giving 

r;i_se to this ac;tivity was made on the basi:Fbr ·the ex:'per:ilnentally deter-· · 

mined excitation functions for it's production·:by alpha·particle bombS.rdment 

of enrich¢ sa:tp.ar;i_um ·(Sm147) ·bxidEi§l.3 ~ 'f:;y ·proton b6mbS.rdm~nt of natpral 
. . . ' ' 
.. . 

europiumo . The alplj.a.particle excitation functioJ;ll' shown· in ~Figure 4l'. was 

determined by bombar&nent · in the, 6o-ihch · cy;~lotron and tlJ..e ·proton function 

bY. 31 Mev proton be>mbardment in tlJ.e linea~ ~~celere:torj. usj;fl.g the mqd~f.~ed: 

stacked foil technique described in Append~ Io4<>. No special collimation· 

to reduce the energy inhomogeneity of the alpha particle beam was usedo 
' . . ~ . 

In the transfer of bombarded oxides to platinum plates for counting, the 

.oXides were dissolved in;l2! HCl, precipitated as the hydroxides b.Y addition 

()f, ammoni~ gas, washed with waterl' and slurried onto platinum plates for 

counting. 



The element assignment of the 3o~ Mev alpha activity to gadolinium 

reduced the mass assignment problem to that of deciding whether the excita-

ti?n ~unc~ion.o:f Figure 3 with reaction threshold 28-30 M~v is that of an 

('c:t9n), (a,2n), (a,3n), or (aSJ4n) reactiono . The choice should be consistent 

with the observation in the proton excitation :function of about a 30 Mev 

threshold for the Eu15l(p,xn)Gdl52=x rea~tiQno Since statistical theory 

predicts, as bombarding energy is increased, a. very gradual onset of r:ac

tions in which several neutrons are evaporated, the actual energetic thres-
··. ....• ~ . 

holds are probably below the estimates :from these insensitive experimentso 

Theoretical estimates of {a,xn) and (p,xn) energetic thresholds were .made 

b,y calculation :from masses in the atomic mass table of Metropolis and 

R~itwiesnerl9 (based on a semiempirical mf!lSS formula of Fermi) o Ta'ble II 

lists these values., 

Table II 

Calculated Reaction Thresholds from Fermi.Semiempirical Mass Equation 

Reaction ThreShold 
(~ev) 

s~7(~,2n)Gdl49 16.,9 

Ja,3n)Gdl48 24o5 

(a,4n)Gd147 34.;0 
expt., "-28 ~ 30 

;e:ttl5l(p,3n)qdl49 17.,9 

· (p,4n)Gdl48 25.,5 

(p,5,n)Gdl47 34o9 

expto :---30 
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The comparison of the experimental and theoretical values in Table II 

indicate a probable mass assignment of the 3ol6 Mev alpha activity to 

Gd~~' although the possibility of an assignment to Gd147 is not. too improb

a~le ~ particularly when it is realized that the calculated thrf?sholds would 

be lowered by a decrease in neutron binding energy that might be expected 

tor several neutrons beyond the closed shell at 82 ( cf o Harve"J'20) o The 

~ass assignment to 148 rather than to 147 seems more consistent with the 

long half-life (>.35 years) of this activity9 for the even=odd nuclide ool47 

should have about 2 ~ev more energy available for electron capture decay 

than even=even nuclide Gd148o 

It is possible to make a very rough estilllate of the partial hal.f=life 

for a~pha·decay of ~148 from the yield of .3ol6 Mev alpha activity produced 

in the excitation function bombardment of sml47 with alpha particle~ if an 

approximate value is assumed for the (a9:3n) reaction cross sectiono From 

the observed yield for 36 Mev alpha particles with a beam of measured inten

s:i.~y it was determined that Tl/2a / Y' (ct9 .3n) ~ lo4 x 102 .years barn=lo The 

( ~~xn) cross sections in the rare earth region are not imowno If' it is 

·assumed that this cross section is about one barn9 as was found for the 

(~~.3n) reaction on Bi209 at the same energy above the («~.3n) threshold,21 

the estimte of the tU.pha half=lif'e of Gdl48 would be lo4 :x: 102 yearso This 

estimate m~ be reliable to a factor of threeo 

The presence of long-lived electron=capturing gadolinium isotopes in 

the samples containing Gdl48 make it impossible at present by simple beta-

gai!Iliia counting to set a significant lower limit on the branching ratio be-

tween alpha decay and electron capture1 if electron capture is a mode of 
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· decay o The possibility that Gdl48 may be stable with respect to electron 

capture decay can neither be ruled out nor confirmed by present data., 

2o ;Alpha activity of other gadolinium isotopes. Following a bombard

ment of 200 mgm of .samarium oxide with 31 Mev alpha particles a chemical 

sep~ation by standard cation exchange ~olumn elution at room temperature 

(Appendix Io3) was made o A sample plate of the gadoli.nium and europium -·.. . - ., . 

chemical fraction was prepared by vaporization., ~- small amount of 3ol6 Mev 
~ 

Gdl48 was observed in the sample; in addition there was some activity with 

alpha energy of about 3o0 ± Ool5 Mev witrsh decayed with a half=life of about 

a week. This 3.0 Mev activity ws not observed following intensive deuteron 

(19 Mev) bomba,rdments of Sm203. and9 hencell cannot be .-~uropium. The 3o0 Mev 

activity was assigned to Qdl49 9 which has been studied by Hoff et al.17 and 
. . ' . --

found to decay mainl~ by orbital electron capture ~odth a half=life of 

9 + 1 days., The a/FIJ brancl:ling ratio is about 7 x 10~6 from comparison .- ~-

counting in the alpha pulse analyzer and the methane l'roportional counter 

_(l).ucleometer) on the same counting yield assumptions as were made for the 

~147 a:/Eq estimation (i.e., a 51 0.4. Ep, O.,"J). This branching ratio figure 

is probably good to within a factor of three. This branching ratio would 

correspond to a partial alpha half=life of about 4 x 103 years. 

It has been suggest.ed by :[ohman22 th~t Gdl50 might-~ be 1:3table with 

respect to electron capture although it is missing in nature. Thus, like 

smJ.46~ Gdl50 might be so missing because its alpha decay half-life is 
. elements · 

IlltlCh less than the age of the / (i.,e. Tl/2 ~ 108 years)., In. the hope 

~at the alpha half-life of Gdl50 might be short enough to detect by cyclo

tron production a 45 microampere hour cm=2 irradiation of 40 mgm of ~03 
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with 19 Mev deutef'OI1S was madeo Gdl50 should ha·ve been produced in fair yield 

by the reaction Eul5l(d~3n)Gdl50 o 
~ . -·- .. 

Followin_~ ~an~dment the Euz03 target ma·terial was dissolved in 6! HC19 

the rare earth hydroxides were pre©ipitated with ammonia 9 and ·after redissolving 

with a minimum of 61f HCl a chemical 'separation of europiUm (a.nd partially 

samarium) tram gadolinium was made by the soditim amalgam procedure o (Appendix lo3) 
-- -

A thin uniform sample of part of the gadolinium fraction ori a platinum 

plate was prepared by the volatilization technique (Appendh: lol) o This sample 

exhibited (Figo 5) a minute· amount (Oo-4.5 alpha disintegrations/minute) of alpha 

activity of 2o7 '! Ool5 Mevenergyo The presenc;e of short range alpha.activity 

in the gadolinium fraction was further confirmed by Dunlaveys23 who introduced 

some of the gadolinium fraction into the emulsion of an Ilford 02 photographic 

plate and allowed it to stand for several days before developingo Microscopic 
-·· . I -

examination of the developed plate revealed a number of alpha particle tracks 

with a mean range of about 9o7 mioronso This range corresponds to an alpha 

particle energy of _2o74Mev on the rangeaoenergy curves of RotblB.to 24 

The assignment. of this alpha activity to Gdl50 can at present be no more than 

a tent.ative suggestion based principally on semiempirical considerations of the 

probable expected alpha decay energy f.or Gdl50 o Th.s:ufficient t:lme has elapsed 

.to rule out the possibility that ~is a©~ivity could s..rise f'rC~m 155 day25 Gdl51., 

Su.."l et, l!tlo 26 have reported observing an alpha acti'wity of 7~0 hQtU;'. 

ha~.,;l~fe from. a ~ombard.ment of'_Sm.tJJ with 30 Mev alpha par~icleso T.h.is 

activity.was.~ssigned by them. to gadolinium 9 _.sin©e it was. not produ~ed ~y 

pro~o~ (8 Mev) and deuteron (15 Mev) bombardments on Sm20Jo They do not 

mention any alpha particle energy measurements nor any chemical separationso 

In apparent contradiction to this no 7 oO hour rare earth alpha activity 

has been observed here :f.'ollowin~ bom~ardments of Sm_2().3 with}O Mev alpha 

:ear~icles · and Eu~3 .. with 30 Mev protons o Jn -nearly all bombardments here 

it is observed that some alpha activity due to traces. of heavy element 



(uranium, thorium, bismuth, or lead) impurities in the ~arget materials 

is produced.~ It has generally been necessary to make .alpha energy measurer-

ments or chemical separations or both to make sure that observed alpha 

activity was due to rare earth nuclides and not . to heavy element contami-
.. . . 

riants.. For example, the 7 .. 5 hour alpha emitter At211 would be produced 

in good yield by 30 .Mev alpha particles on an extremely small amount of 

p;l:smuth iJD.purity by the reaction Bi?09(C£9 2n)At~ll.. This possibility should 
< .... -· ••• 

not be ignored .. ·4n alpha particle energy measurement on any newly discovered 

aJ.pha emitter in the rare earth region needs to be made as proof in view - . . - : . 

of the probability of heavy element impurities in small amounts .. 

c.. Terbium Isotopes (Z = 6~) 

I~ a preliminary report2 the discovery of rare earth alpha emitters 

with alpha particle energies of 4 .. 2 and 4 .. 0 Mev and halt-lives of ...,7 minutes 
) ' 

~d.~ hours, respectively, was reported and their tentative assignment 

to terbium made.. Subsequent work provided chemical proof for the assign

ment of the latter activity to terbium (3 .. 95 Mev, .4 .. 1 hour~.. The seven 

minute activity, whose half-life is too short for chemical identification 

of the element, was reassigned to dysprosium._(Z • 66) on the basis of later 

bombardment data.. Its appearance in low yield after proton bombardments 

of gadolinium oxide in the f-irst experiments was probably due to a small 

~ount of terbium present in the target material.. A second alpha emitter 

in terbium (3o44 Mev, 19 hour) was also observed and studied .. 
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1.. 3 .. 95 Mev Tbl49. This alplia emitter of 4ol hour half-life was the 

first of the artificial rare earth alpha emitters to be observed,2 following 

a bombardment of gadolinium oxide with 200 Mev protons.. Subsequently, the 

4 .. 1 hour alpha activity was also produced by bombardment of terbium oxide 
. -

with 120 Mev protons~ of dysprosium oxide and ytterbium oxide with 200 
-- . -·. 

Mev protons~ and of europium oxide with alpha particles of 90 Mev$> 120 

Mev 11 and (inN 3 percent of the 90 Mev yield) 60 Mev alpha particleso It 

was produced in very lo~ yield in a bombardment of gadolinium oxide with 

31 Mev protons .. 

Following a number of these bombardments chemical separations of the 

rare ~art~ products were made by the standard cation exchange column elu= 

tions described in Appendix I.3. The 4ol hour alpha activity was always 
- -- - . ~ 

observed exclusively in the terbium chemical fractions. 

Figo 6 shows alpha pulse analysis curves of the 4.1 hour terbium 

alpha activity and of a u234 = u235 standard 9 both. being thin$> uniform 

samples prepared by volatilization .. From the positions of the·leading 

edges of the u234 an~ the u2.35 peaks the energy_ scale can be determined .. 

The leading edge of the Tbl49 peak corresponds to an energy of 3 .. 93 Mev., 
~ -· -

Other energy determinations were in close agreement with thiso . A weighted . ._ 

average of three determinations gives a best value of alpha particle energy 

of 3o95 ! 0.04 Mevo 

In Fig. 7 is plotted the dec~ curve of the total alpha activity in 

the unseparated material produced in a 15 minute bombardment of gadolinium 



6X:i.de wi. th 7 5 Mev protons o The 4.,1 hour activity is. seen to be by far the 
! ~ • 

predominant activityo ·From this decay curve~ making a minor correction 
. . . ,. . .. 

for the presence of the 19 hour alpha activit~~ the half-life of fbl49 was 

set at 4ol ± Ool hours" 

The mass number 149 was assigned to this activity ~n the basis of a 

mass speetrograpilic determination previously reportedo2'7 · 

~o positron actiVity with 4ol hour half-life could be observed in 

samples co~taining fbl499 but 'it has not been so far possible from direct 

counting data to make a significant estimate on the branching ratio between 

alpha decay and electron capture1 as all samples containj ng Tbl49 also 

ccmtained presumably some 5 hour ~156 9_ which .decays by electron captureo28; 

2o 3o4 Mev Terbium., High energy (100=200 Mev) proton bombardments 

of gadolinium oxide, terbium oxide, .and dysprosium orlde, and a~pha parti-

~+e bombardments of europium oxide were observed to produce some alpha activi-

ty of 19 ho~ hal:f-lifeo 

· ·Following proton bombardments of gadolinium oxide and of dysprosium 

oxide, the terbium activities were separated from the gadolinium target 

~teriaQ by means of the standard cation exchange column elutions described 

~ AppEmdbc Io3o For the 87° .c separations pH 3o4 citrate sol"~~ttion was 
.. 
used as the eluting agento This alpha activity was found exclusively in 

the .. terbium chemical fractiono _Ap alpha pulse analysis curve of colUlllll

:;teparated terbium alpha activities from a bombardment of dysprosium orlde 

with 200 Mev pr9tons is shown in Figure 8 o From the pulse analysis of a 

standard sample of u234 and u23 5 the energy spread was determined as 

26ol kev/registero The separation between the leading edges of peaks for 

.. 
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the 19 hour terbium and 4ol hour terbium alpha activities is 20o3 registers, 

eorrespon~ing to an energy difference of about Oo5.3 Mevo This difference 

was checked in several other measurementso pince the 4,1 hour activity has 
-· . 

~-alpha p~.rticle energy ©:f 3o9; ± Oo04 Mev, the energy of the 19 hour 

t~rbium is calculated to be 3o42 Mevo · _From· ar.i average of .several measurfP 

ments the energy was set at .3<>44 ± Ool Mevo 

In.Figure 9 is plotted the deca;y curve of the 3o4 Mev peak9 where 

the counting rates were determined ·by tak;ing the total counts under the 

peak on the pulse analysis curves and subtracting a backgroundo From this 
·- . '" ' 

curve the half-li.fe of the activity was determined as 19 ± 1 hourso · 

Only a tentative mass assignment of the 19 hour activity can be made 

at presento The observation was mad~ fr?m a series of three alpha prticle 

bombardments of europium oxide at 609 90~ and 120 Mev that the yield of 

19 hour ~ctivity relative to the 4ol hour is greatest for the 60 Mev bom

bardment~ in which the yield of the 4ol hour a(]tivity is much lol:"er than 

at 90 or 120 Mevo The 4ol hour Tb149 can be produ@ed by ~15l(o:96n)~9 or 

Ehl5l(a9 8n)Tbl49 reactiono In the 60 Mev bombardment the Eul5l(a.s>6n)Tbl49 

reaction was probably proceeding J_ ust above its energe·tic threshold and is 
. . lt:'l . 1' 0:.:1"\ 'i1K.'i1 . lt:'l 

' J ~ '*>cl·~., "' 

thus in low yield9 while the .Etll53(o:r>5~)Tbl52 at2.d. Eul5.3(cr.r>4:r~)T'bl:>.3 reactions 

would have shown considerably higher yields at 60 Mev than at 90 Mev or . . 

120 Mev. ·From such considerations it would seem that the.mass number of 

the 19 hour a©tivi.ty is pro.ba.bly greater than 1499 the mass num.ber of the 

4 bl hour activity. No. alpha activity (a/EC < 5 x 10=6) was found by 

Wilkinson28 for terbium isotopes 'Which . could be produced by bombardment 



gr~ter., Hence~ the 19 hour alpha emitter probably has the mass number 

150~ 151, or possibly 152., It should be possible by ftirther excitation 
- ~ • ·~ • • t ' 

function work with alpha particles on europium to make an exact mass assign-

ment., 
. . 

Theoreti~al half=life-energy relations for alpha decay lead to the 

conclusion that the predominant mode of decay of the 19 hour terbium alpha 
" J ::. ' ~ 

emitter must be orbital electron capture or positron emissiono The pres-
. -· ·~··~· ~ ~· . . ' . ·~ . . 

e*ce of 17o2 hour Tbl54P however, which decays by electron capture and . - . ' 

positron emissionp28 in all samples of the 19 hour terbium has hitherto 

made impossible any direct determination of the branching ratios between 

t:P,e e:x:pected modes of decay of the 19 hour terbium alpha emitter., 

D., Dysprosium Isotopes (Z ~ 66) 
••• ' t • •••• • • ~ 

The three dysprosium alpha emitters listed in Table I were observed 

followin~ high energy proton bombardments of several rare earth elements 

with atomic number greater than 64., They were also produced by 100 Mev c12 . . 

ion bombardments of neodymium (Z "" 60) oxide by Nd(c12~xn)I)y reactions., 

The alpha energies and the half-lives of these isotopes were determined 

following bombardments of terbium (Z = 65) oxide with protons of about 
., 

100 Mev energyo 

~ith regard to the possible mass assignments of the three dysprosium 

a?tiVities of4 .. 2J., 4 .. 06p and .3o6l Mev energies, it is to be noted that all 

three are produced in good yield by 100 Mev protons on terbiumo The 4o06 

and .3c.61 Mev activities are apparently produced in extremely low yield by 

70 Mev protons on terbiumo The cross sections for production of all three . . 
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dysprciSium alpha emitters undergo large increases somewhere between 70 and 

1(:)0 Mev o An approximate theoretical calculation1 of the type that has 

been outlined by Fer.mi,29 of the_most probable number of neutrons to be . ' . .. . 

evaporated from the compound nucleus nyJ-60, (Tbl59 + Hl)~ excited to a 

m~um of energy by 70 Mev or_lOO Mev protons is 6- 7 or 9 = 10~ respect

ive~o _The dysprosium alpha emitters then would most likely be products of 

· ~159(p 9xn)nyl6D-x reactions with 7~~ allowing the limits. 153~A~l49 to 

be set on the mass numq,erso It is hoped that further studies of bombard

ment yields of these alpha emitters in the proton energy range between 

70 and 120 Mev, will enable one to set better limits on the individual 

mass numbers o 

No information concerning other modes of decay9 such as electron 

c~pture or positron emis.sion~ has been obtained yet for _any of the three 

dysprosium alpha emittersG 

lo 4 .. 2 Mev Dysprosium.o Bombardments of terbium oxide with 100 Mev 

protons and bomb~ents of neodyJ;l!.ium oxide with ""100 Mev c12 ions were 

observed to produce some alpha activity with a seven minute half=lifeo· 

~-probable element assignment is made by noting the bombardments in 

which this activity is produced and those in <ilhich it is nota Its production 

by protons on terbium and by carbon ions on neodymim (Z "" 60) restricts 

the atomic number of the seven minute activity to 66 or lesso __ ¥so1 its 

atomic number ~st be greater than 65 9 for it was not produced by bombard

ments of europium oxide with alpha p9.rlicles at energies of 60 9 901 and 

120 Mevo Hence, the seven minute activity is attributed to a dysprositml 

nuclide (Z = 60)o 
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Energy determination for the seven minute dysprosium activity has been 

made from the first and second of the alpha pulse_ analysis curves of activi~ 
. . . 

ties from a bombardment of terbi'Ull oxide w.i th 100 Mev protons for ten IJlin-. 
. - . . . . . . 

utes, shown in Figure lOo The separation bet'Wieen the 19 minute and 7 min= 
~ -· ~ -· ~-' .:. ~· . ~ . 

ute_peaks is _seen to be 4o2 :t. 0.,6 registerso Calibration of the pulse ana= 

lyzer at these gain set·tings 9 using u235 and Gdl48 standards 9 . determines 

the e~ergy seal~ as 35o4 kev per. registero .The energy difference between 

t~e peaks is 9 therefore, 4o? x Oo0.354 "" Ool5 ± Oo02 ~SV:o ,The alpha particle 

·en~rgy of the 19 minute dysprosiUll1 aCJtivity was deterillined as 4.o06_;±; O_o94. Mevo 

The alpha particle energy of the seven minute activity is .set then at 

4o2l ± 0,06 Mevo 
\ ·- : 

Figure 11 shows a plot of the decay of the two highest energy dyS= 

prosium alpha peakso The counting rates were calculated from the summat,ion 

o:f the counts under each pulse analysis peak o The half-life of 7 + 2 minutes 
-·~-t 

is determined from the slope of the decay cu.rveo Other half=life detemin-

ations agree within these limits o 

2o:. 4;,06·~~ ~sprosiun~.o. ~ombardments of terbium oxide with 100 Mev 

p~otons and of dysprosium.oxide with 200 ~ev protons were observed to pro

~uce alpha activity with a 19 minute half=lifeo . 

') ··. 
The assignment of this activity to dysprosium is made on the basis of 

~~s appearance in the 100 Mev proton ~mbardment of terb~um oxide and not 

ill alpha pa.rtic~e bombardments of eur()pium oxide at. energies of _60 Mev 9 

99. Mev 9 and 120 Mey o The alpha pi rticle energy of the 19 minute dysprosium 

activity is determined from the plot in Figure 12 as 4.,06 + Oo04 Mev by 
' ' ' - . ' ... . ~ 

pulse analysis 9 1;1sing a pulse genel"ator comparison teclmique described in 
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Appendix Iolo 
' -··· 

~igure 11~ referred to in the previous section~ shows a plot of the 

d~ca.y of the 4 .. 06 Mev alpha peako From this plot the hal£-lif.e of the 

activit:y- ~s set at 19 Illirmteso Other ha.l£-llfe determinations check fair

l;t well, suggesting the error limits.~ 4 minuteso 

.3• .3o6 .Mev Dysprosiuin., Bombardments of terbium oxide with 100 Mev 

and 120 Mev protons and bOmbardnlents of neodymium oxide with ""100 Mev ol2 --··· .· .. . -· ' 

ions have produced some alpha activity of 2o3 hour halr~life. 

The ele,ment assignment to dysprosium is made on the basis of a chemi

~1 separation of the products of a 120 Mev proton bombardment of terbium 

oxi~e., the separation wt:lS made by standard cation exch~e column elution 

. a~ 7SO 0 using pH 3.,3 citrate solution as eluting agent~ as described in 

~ppendix I o.3 o 

The alpha particle energy has been determined best by the pulse genera~ 

tor techniqu~ described in ~ppendix I.,l and is shown on the plot in 

!igure 12~ The alpha particle energy _i~ determined to be .3 .. 61 ± O~OS Mevo 

.. Figure 1.3 is a semllog plot of the decay through two half-life periods 

ot the alpha counts under the 3o6l Mev peak on the pulse analyzer.o The 

half-life is determineq from the slope to be 2 .. 3 -~ Oo2 hours .. 

E.. ·Other Rare .. Earth Elements 

There is goOO. evidence of short half-life alpha activities in rare 

earth elements with atomic number greater than 669 · that of dysprosium, 

although no systematic study of them has yet been madeo 
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A short bombardment of dysprosium oxide with 200 Mev protons produced1 

~. -~di~ion to several ateltivities in terbi,um and dysp_rosium which have been 

previously discu~sed (Sections IIIC and D) P some alpha acti.vity_ with about 

a fo~ minute_ hal.f~life and 4o2 :t Ool5 Mev energy., This activity probably 

arises from a holmi.um (Z "" 67) iso"t©peo 

A short bombe.r.dment o£ samarium (Z "" 62) .oxide with 100 Mev cl2 ions 

was observ'ed to produce some alpha fi.<::rt.in.ty with about a 3 1/2 mir.t.ute·b.alf

lifeo No energy measurement of the alpha particles wa.s made1 • so the .possi-= 

bili ty that this acrti·v.i ty cam~ from hea1zy elem.e:rtt .impurl ties . in the tar= 
0 • ' ' ' 

get material cannot be ruled out9 but it seems probable thaif. thi~ act.ivity 

was d'lle to a holmium (Z =. 67) or erbium (~ = 68) nuclideo 

It appears that no appreciable alpha branching .is exhibited by.neutron= 

deficient nuclides of atomic number 67 to.69 with half-lives of intermediate 
' 

length (>1 hour) o A two hour bombardment of erbium (Z = 68) oxide with 

200 Mev protons was made 9 and chemical separation by cation exchange column 

was completed two hours after the end of the bombardmento No alpha activity 

was found in the fractions corresponding to elements with atomic number 

greater than 66 (dysprosium) o (The 2o.3 hour dysprosium alpha act-ivity and 
. . . ~ 

the 4ol hour terbium activity were prominent in their .respec_tive chemical 
' . . 

fractionso) In a search for long~lived alpha activity a target of ytterbium 

oxide (Z = 70) was given an intensive irradiation by protons of 150 and 

250 Mev for a total of abo~t forty hourso After several days a chemical 

separation by standard cation exchange column elutions :was madeo No alpha 

activity in any of the rare earth element.s was found except for the 3 ole Mev 

alpha activity in gadolinium due to GdJ48 o 
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No alpha activities in nuclides with atomic numbers less than 6.3 

(europium) have yet been observed in this investigation9 excepting~ of 

course, the natural alpha emitting isotope sml47 o Only a few short survey 

bombardments have been made in this regiono 

The best chance of' observing alpha activity in an artificially produced 

samarium isotope is probably in the 84 neutron isotope sml46, wich is pre-
r •. 

sumed beta stable22 but is missing in natureo 

It seems likely that some of' the nuclides containing 84 or a few 

more neutrons pf the elements of atomic number greater than 66 will exhibit 

appreciable decay by alpha particle emission" It is to be expected, how-

ever, that the increased· energies available to the electron capture or 

positron decay process will resUlt in very short half-lives for these iso-

topes" Those nuclides with half-lives greater than a few minutes in these 

higher elements are probably so many neutrons beyond the 84 neutron configura-

tion favorable to alpha decay that the.y will show unobservably low alpha 

decay branchingo 

Fo Gold Isotopes (A= 79) 

lo 5.;1 Mev Gold" Following bombardments of' gold foils with 200 Mev 

protons or 190 Mev deuterons and of platinum foils with protons of as low 

energy as 100 Mev~ an alpha activity of 4 .. 3 minute half-life was observedo2 

This activity was assigned to gold on the basis of a chemical separa

tion procedure utilizing extraction of the chloride into et4yl acetate as 

described in Appendix Io3o The alpha activity in the gold fraction was 

counted within thirty seconds following chemical separation and no evidence 
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of deviation from the simple 4o3 minute d~cay was foundo From this evidence, 

it can be stated that the alpha particles are emitted either by the 4.,3 min

ute gold nuclide or by its platinum daughter nuclide (from positron or 

. electron capture decay) with the half=life of the daughter less than 15 sec-

onds, the latter pos~ibility seeming unlike~ but possibleo. 

By alpha pulse analysis the energy of the 4.,3 minute. alpha particles 

·was determined as 5c07 ± 0.,1 Mevo Comparison standards Pu239 (5ol4 Mev)p 
I . 

.Am241 (5o48 Mev), and em242 (6o08 Mev) wer~ used in the determinationo 

The half=life of 4o3 t Oo2 minutes has been determined from alpha 
I 

decay curves extending through a decay factor of lOOo 

The limits set on the mass number of the gold alpha emitter are 

r~ther indefinite, based on ev~dence concerning bombardment energies 

necessary for its production., Tentative limits of 183 ~A~ 187 have 

been set .. 

Chemically separated samples containing the gold alpha activity were 

counted with standB.rd Geiger counters, with and 1-lithout beryllium and lead 

absorberso a component with appro:rlmate~ four minute half=life can be 

resolved from the decay curves., From comparison of counting rates with 

differ.ent combinations of absorbers it was possible to determine an approxi

mate figure for the abundance of electromagnetic radiation \-lith four minute 
. . 

half-life of about the energy of platinum K x=rayso The ratio of alpha· 

disintegrations to four minute K x/rays was about lo=4o If both radiations 

arise from the same isotope and if roughly one K x-ray per electron capture 

disintegration is emitted, then the ajEc branching ratio would be lo-4 as 

reported in the 1949 papero2 This branching ratio should be regarded as 
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very tentative~ pending further work to check the assUmptions involvedo 

G., · Mercury Isotopes (Z = 80) 

lo 5o6 Mev Mercuryo Following bombardments of gold foils with 

190 Mev deuterons some alpha activity of 0.,7 minute half-life was observedo 

This activity was assigned to mercury on the basis of a chemical separa

tion by voiatilization (see Appendix Io3) from the gold f~ilo 

Its alpha p1rticle energy 'was determined to be 5.,60 ± 'ool Mev by alpha 

pulse analysiso · Its half-life was determined to be Oo 7 ±. Oo2 minute from 

decay curves of the 5o6 Mev alpha peak from the pulse ~alyseso. 
'• 

No work to determine the threshold bombardment energy for production 

of this activity has been done beyond the original 190 Mev deuteron bo~ 

bardments; hence~ no significant limits on the mass number can be set at 

this time. 

IV o DISCUSSION 

Ao Alpha Decay Rate 

The alpha emitters in the rare earth region are of special interest 

in that they provide data on the rate of alpha decay·in a region considerably 

removed from the heavy element alpha emitterso 

Of the rare earth alpha emitters with known decay :energies only the 

naturally occurring sm147 has its partial half=life for alpha decay well 

deter.minedo . The partial alp~a decay half=lives of Eul47 , OO,l49,. and oo148 

are known with a factor of three uncertainty.o For most of .the other alpha 

emitters studied no estimate of cr/EC branching ratio can now be made~ for 
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these, of course, it can be stated that the partial alpha half-lives are 

greater than the experimentally-observed half-liveso Conclusions from so 

few data must be very tentative& Yet it was felt worthWhile to present 

the results of extrapolation to the rare.earths of several dec~ formulas 

used in the heavy element regiono 

For comparison alpha decay half-lives have been calculated by extrapo-

lation of formulas in which parameters have been adjusted to give good agree-

ment with the alpha decay rates of the even-even type alpha emitters among 
. . . ' 

the hea~ elemetits (excluding the polonium isotopes.3°) ._ Four different 

formulas (the first, three using. WKB approximation expressions for the barrier 
penetrability factor.· and the fourth a similar expression calculated by the 11method 

of steepest d~scents~) have been employed 1 the chief point of difference ,between 

the formulas being the different expressions used for the effective nuclear 

radius for alpha particles. 

The first three formulas used can all be expressed generally as a 

product 

A = A (E)l/2p 
0 . ' 

where A is the alpha decay constant in secona-l, E is the alpha decay energy 

ih Mev, P is the exponential barrier penetration £actor, and A~- is the 

"decay constant without barrier at 1 Mev" in second.;.l. The fourth formula 

derived by Preston31 and used recently by Kaplan32 has the same exponential 

i'actorPbut has a coefficient showing a more complicated dependence on decay 

energy than the simple square root. 

The first formula is derived, as Cohen33 has doria, using a nuclear 

radius expression determined from the comparison of experimental alpha particle 
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bombardment excitation functions21,.34,.35,.36 with the theoretical calcula

tions of Weisskopf.,37 Then the parameter \o was calculated separately 

for many even-even heavy element alpha emitters and the geometric mean 

5.,03 x 1018 seconds-1 taken (corresponding to a level width without barrier 

at 6 Mev of 8.,l kev in excellent agreement with Cohen 8s.3.3 correction to 

Bethe's many body alpha de~ay treatment.,.38) The nuclear radius expression 

determined from the work of Jungermann.36 on Th2.32 (alpha)l fission) cross 

sections 

r = (1.,4.3 Al/.3 + lo48) x lo-.3 em 

(A = mass number of daughter nucleus) was usedo The additive constant 

1.,48 x lo-.3 em for the alpha particle radius was used by Weisskopfo.37 

The second for.mula is the form of the one-body alpha decay expression 

u~ed by Perlman and Ypsilantis.30 with A0 (E)1/ 2 given by v0pr Where v0 is 
. -

the velocity of the alpha particle (center of mass system) at infinite dis• 

tance from the nucleus. This corresponds to A0 = 7.,7 x 1020 seconds-1 

for the rare earth studies o They found good agreement in their calcula;_ 

tions using a simple radius expression 

r = lo48 A1/.3 x lo-1.3 em.; and this radius formula is also used for 
the rare earth calculations., 

The third formula is from the original many-body treatment of Bethe • .38 

A A0 value of 5.,0.3 x 1ol8 seconds-1 was usedo The simple radius formUla 

r = 2.,05 Al/.3 x lo-1.3 em 

originally given by Bethe was used after checking it with dec~ data of 

Pu2.36 and' finding it to give agreement" 

The fourth formula is that used recently by Kaplan.32 and derived by 

Preston)1 The values tabulated in Table III were calculated by taking 9 



Table III 

Comparison of Experimental with Theoretical 
Alpha Decay Half-Lives for Light Alpha Errdtters 

Nuclide Alpha Erecoil Esc Ea ~tial Est Calc. Factor Calc. Factor Calc. Factor Calc. Factor 

particle (:Mev) {Mev) nuclear alpha Error half= calc~ half- calc. half- calc. half- calc. 
energy energy half- limit life E.l/2) life ~life {T1j2) life {Tlf2) 
(Mev) (Mev) life factor e:x:p. exp. one body ex:P. n:any exp. one ex:p. 

(Exp) radius (Tl/2) Per:lmm= (Tl/2) body (Tl/2) body (Tl/2) 
Cohen Ypsilantis Be the Preston-

~len 

sml47 2.18 0.06 0.02 2.26 1.4xlolly 1.5 1.ax1o12Y 7. 9 a.2x1o11y 5.9 2.82xlOl~o 2. 7xl013y 190 

Eu147 2.88 o.o8 0.02 2.98 "'6xl03y 3 1.83xl0~3.0 1.4axl04y 2.5 4.3xlo5y 72 4.8xl.05y 80 

Gd148 3.16 0.09 0.02 3.27 ""1.4xlo2y 3 2.o9x1o2yl.5 i.o8x1o2y o.77. 4.7xlo3y 34 4.0xlo3y 29 

Gd149 3.0 o.oo 0.02 3.1 "' 4xl03y 3 l.03xl04y2.6 3.5xl03y 0.87 

Gd(l50) 2.7 0.07 0.02 2.8 8.8xl06y 4.o8xlo6y . 

Tb149 3.95 o.n 0.02 4.07 >4.lh 9.2h s.sh 7 .. 0d. 9.9d 

Tb(l5l). 3.44 o.o9 o.o2 3.55 >19h 3.9y 1.95 

ny< 151) 4.21 0.12 0.02 4.34 >am 4an 57m 

Dy(l51 ) 4.06 o.n 0.02 4.19 >19m 5.2h 7.6h 

Dy{ 1Sl) 3.61 o.lo 0.02 3.72 . >2.3h .. , o.a3y 1.15y. 

Au088 ) 5.07 o.n 0.03 5.21 >4.3ro 
("-30d) ? 17h a.oh 

Hg( 189 ) 5.60 0.13 0.03 5.76 >o.,nn 33m 3.6m 

( ) indicates value of lll9.SS Il'lllllber assumed for calcula.tion where rra.ss Il'lllllber is not known. 

J, 
t 

c:: 

~ 
~ 
\;J 
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as Kaplan has done, the smallest solution for (E- U) 1 the kinetic energy 

of the alpha particle within the nucleus and using nuclear radius values 

given by Presentvs39 formula. 

r = r 0 *Al/3(1 + Oo8 (A = 2Z)2A-2 ~ 0~.3A-l/3 + OoOlO z2 A-4/3) 

with r 0 * = L50 x·Io-13 cmll the value found by Kaplan32 from applyiD? the 

Preston alpha· decay formula to the even-even typ.e alpha emitters in the 

heavy· region. · 

The·penetration factor Pin all cases was calculated by the 

exponential_. . expression (600) of Bethe,,38 

Table III.lists for comparison the calculated alpha half-life values 

and the experimental values for the light alpha emitters. Column 4 contains 

an additive correction factor to the alpha decay energy necessitated qy 

the consideration of the potential screening due to the electron cloud, 

as pointed out by Ambrosino and Piatier.4° This is the first of two correc-

tions of about the same magnitude prQppsed by them and has been estimated 

from the Fermi-Thomas atomic model as 

· Esc = 72.8 (Z - 1)4/3 ~ev. 

It is felt that the inclusion of both corrections is not proper for 

reasons set forth in Appendix II.· 

Three of the rare earth nuclides included in the comparison are not 
. -

of the even-even type, so that, in general, the agreement with a decay rate· 

formula for even-even alpha emitters would not be expected. In accordance 

with observation in the heavy region, ho~>Tever, the odd nucleon types would 

be expected to have half-lives longer than predicted by the even-even formula 

rather than shorter, as are actually observed. 
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Little can be concluded from the alpha emitters whose a./F!J branching 

ratios are not knmm. All the extrapolations give alpha hal£-liv_es greater 

thari the lower limits set by the experimentally observed half-lives. · The 

o~y comparisons of any significance that can be made are thosefor sm147, 

Eu147, Gd149, and Gd148. The first two treatments predict half-~ives .in 

£air agreement with experiment, while the third and fourth predict half-
- . . 

lives too long. Note, though, that the extrapolations by the third and 

fourth treatments appear in relatively bad light with respect to the first . . 

in that the radius formulas in the third and fourth do not have the addi-

tive constant for the alpha particle radius, and the fourth trea~ent suf-
·! • • 

f'ers further in using Present's tormula which gives an even smaller radius 

than the simple aA1/3 formulas. The use of radius formulas with additive 

constants could provide an ext.ra ten percent in .radius needed to ?ring 

the predictions by the third and fourth treatme~ts into a goo~ agreement 

as those of the first or second. One can only conclude in this regard 

that by use of a decay :formula with a frequency £actor as high as that in 

the Perlman-Ypsilantis treatment, a radius :formula without additive constant 

is adequate, but with formulas employing lower frequency factors, as do . . 

the others, agreement is best secured by use of a radius formula with an 

additive constant. 

None o£ the trea~ents give the correct energy dependenc.e of the 

b.!llf'-life. In all cases the Eu147 and sm147 predictions are successively 

worse (i.e. predicted half-lives greater than experimental) than the aa148 

and Gdl49 predictions.. These discrepancies may be due to experimental 

error in the value of 2~18 Mev for the alpha particle energy of Sm147~ 
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{sm147 was used as the standarq ·in determination of Eul47 energy.) There 

is wide variation in energy values reported in the literature. (cr. NBS 

Nuclear Tables.42) So great is the sensitivity of the barrier penetration 

factor to a change in energy at the low energy of sm147, that an increase 
. .. 

ih energy of -only 52 kev. would increase the exponential penetration factor 
' 

by a factor of six, enough to bring good agreement with experiment$ For 

reference the calculated dependence of the penetration factor on energr 

is tabulated in Table IV and graphed for Sm147 in Figure 14. 

Nuclide 

Gd148 

Eu147'-

Sm147 · 

sm147 

sml47 

Table IV 

Rate of Change of Penetration Factor with Energy 

· Radius used Alpha energy - d log1oP 
(lo-13 em) (Mev) 

dE(Mev) 

8o99 3o27 80 6 

8o97 2 .. 98 9 .. 7 

10o78 2o26 14o7 

· 8o97 2o26 15o0 

7o76 2o26 14.1 

There is also the possibility, as Wheeler41 suggested, that the exces

sively large decay rate of sm147 is due to an effective nuclear radius in

. crease due to a deviation of the sm147 nucleus from spherical symmetry, 

as would be shown.by a-large nuclear quadrupole moment-" concerning which no 
measUrements have yet been published. 

, These comparisons with rare earth alpha decay rate.data do not rule 

out the validity of any of the four treatmentso The comparisons suggest 
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that the use of a nuclear radius formula with an additive constant for the 

alpha particle is needed in all but the Perlman-Ypsilantis one body for.mu-

la. Nothing can be concluded about the best value for the ~etic energy 

of the alpha particle within the nucleus, determined by the value assumed 

for the "internal potential" for the alpha particleo 

~ile the physical truth of the alpha decay process is probably 

represented by a many body theory, the many body correction to the frequency 

factor and the alpha particle radius correction to the effective nuclear 

radius ~early compensate each other with the result that .the one body model 

still gives good agreement with eXperimental datao Present39 points out 

in his discussion of the nuclear radius concept that the same compensation 

occurs in alpha decay treatments in the heavy element region. 

Bo Rare Earth Alpha Decay Energy Systematics and the Neutron Closed Sh.ell of 82 

With knowledge of the alpha decay energies of many isotopes of the 

heavy elements and the beta decay energies of a few it has been possible 

to calculate the relative masses42 of nuclides of given radioactive families 
' . 

with great accuracy by the method of closed decay cycleso The determination 

of a few neutron binding energies made it possible to relate the mass val

ues between the various decay families and thus to calculate the relative 

masses of a very large number of heavy nuclides o 

Before studying the systematics of alpha decay energies in the rare 

earth region it would be well to attempt to calculate arry unobserved alpha 

energies.possible by/the method of closed decay cycle energy balanceso9 

The application of such calculations to the rare earth alpha emitters is 
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unfortunately quite limited, since in the region where alpha decay occurs 

the principal dec~ process is orbital electron capture, for Which it is 

not possible to make direct experimental determinations of the decay ener

gy o_ It is possible~ though)> to calculate the alpha decay energies of 

Pm147 and Nd147 as followsg (The mass assignment of the samarium alpha 

activity to 147 has been made by Weaver43 and by Rasmussen et al.,25 and 
- ' 

the alpha particle energy 2 .. 18 Mev as determined in an argon-filled ioniza

tion chambe·r by Jesse and Sadauskisl6 is used.;) 

rr " sml47<:J----~--- Pml47-<.:; ______ _, Nd147 
E~ - 0.,223 I E~ =' 0 .. 28 I ' 

I 
.a: 

Eal 

I 

~ ~ ~= r 
Ndl43-<.:;;-----=- pz.l43<;...----"""'lce143 

E~= "" 0 .. 92 E13y = lol 
Oo2 

Conservation of energy requires that 

Ea:1 = 2o26 + Oo223.""' 0 .. 932:. == 1.,56 Mev 

Ea:2 = Ea1 + 0 .. 82 = 1 .. 1 = 0.,2 "' 1 .. 1 Mev 

(Beta decay energies from-NBS tableo44) These alpha decay energie~ 

correspond to alpha half~lives much too long for experimental detection. 

The list of rare earth nuclides with known alpha decay energies can 

be augmented for a study of decay energy trends by the addition of a fe~ 

nuclides for which upper or lower limits on alpha decay eriergy can be set 
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by consideration of the relation between alpha decay energy and rate~ 

Approximate upper energy limits can be set for the naturally occurring rare 

earth nuclides not observed to undergo alpha dec~o Included in Table V 

are Ndl44, sml44~ and sm148 for which upper energy limits have .been 

set on the assumption that the half-lives for alpha decay must be 

'gr~~ter than 1014 ~ears to have escaped experimental detection of dec~y.,45 

The lower ene~gy lW t in Table v for the presumably beta stable sm146 not . 

· 'present in nature was set on the assumption that its alpha decay half

life must be less than 108 years to have decayed away since the origin of 

the elementso 

Table V also lists the alpha decay energies calculated from Fermi's 

semiempirical mass equation using the tables of Metropolis and Reitwiesnerl9 

and assuming a mass for He4 of 4.,00390 atomic .mass units and the mass energy 

conversion factor of 93lo4 Mev = 1 aomoUo 

In Figure 15 the energy data of Table V are plotted against neutron 

numbero· 

The gadolinium isotopes constitute the only isotopic sequence for 

wl1ich the mass numbers are fairly certaino Mass assignments on the plot 

for the dysprosium isotopes and 3o44 Mev terbium are guesses based on the 

ejrpectation that the various curves of Figure 15 should be nearly parallel 

as are those of Figure 16, a plot of alpha energies against mass number 

in the heavy regiono 

.! 
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Table V 

Alpha Decay ~ergies of Rare Earth Nuclides 

Nuclide N Ea; (Exp.,) "Normal." Ea (Calc. Difference 
Mev from semi-emp" 

mass eqno) Mev 
Mev 

sm147 85 2.,26 0.,08 2.,18 

Eu147 84 2.,98 0 .. 7.3 2 .. 25 

Gd148 84 3o27 1 .. 19 2.,08 

149 85 3ol 1 .. 01 2 .. 1 

150 86 2o8 Oo87 1.,9 

Tb149 84 4 .. 08 1.,60 2 .. 48 

(151) (86) 3 .. 56 1.,28 2.,2$ 

Dy(l50) (84) 4 .. 35 2.05 2 .. 30 

(151) (85) 4 .. 20 1 .. 87 2 .. 33 

(152) (86) 3 .. 73 1.,'73 2 .. 00 

Pm.l47 86 1.,56(calc) ~0 .. 59 2.15 

Ndl47 87 1.,1 (calc) ~1 .. 28 2 .. 3 

Ndl44 84 <2 .. 0 -0.,68 <2 .. 68 

Sm144 82 <2.,1 +0.,64 <1 .. 5 

Sm148 86 <2.,1 -0 .. 07 <2.,2 

sm146 84 >2.4 +0 .. 28 >2 .. 1 

( ) indicates mass number not known but merely assumed for 
calculations .. 
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It is evident from Figure 15 that a maximum in alpha decay energy should 

occur for the samarium isotopes at 8.3 or 84 neutronso In section III A 

. evidence was pre~ented to show that Eu145, .E~l..4:8, and Eul49 must have 

&lpha half-lives m~eh longer than that of Eul47~ since no alpha activity 

ascribable to them has been observedo In accordance with the relation be

tween alpha decay energy and decay rate it can, thus, be assumed that Eul47 

with 84 neutrons, for which alpha decay has actually been observed, has a 
-- - ~ ' 

greater alpha decay energy than any of its neighboring europium isotopes 

(with ~he ,possible exceptioD of Eu146P for ~ich a significant upper limit 

·on the alpha half-life has not yet been determined) o For the gadolinium 

and terbium isotopes, also 51 the maximum in alpha decay energy probaply is 

found for the 84 neutron nuelides, F-urthermore, no alpha activity ascribable 

to a nuclide with less than 84 neutrons has yet been observedo . 

The normal trend for alpha decay energy to increase with decreasing 

'neutron number is seen from.the family of parallel lines in Figure 15 de

fined by the alpha decay energies calculated from Fer.miis semiempirical 

mass equation in which no accoUnt is taken of fluctuations in nuclear 

binding energies caused by structural effects, such as those ascribed to 

nuclear closed shells. The true alpha decay energies are not only greater 

than mass equation values by about 2 Mev, but exhibit a discontinuity in 

the normal trend, dropping to lower alpha decay values for neutron numbers 

less than 84o - ~ ... . . 

Although the neU'tron binding energies of these alpha active rare earth 

nuclides cannot be calculated explicitly as for the alpha·emitters in the 

neighborhood of 126 neutrons, 20 the analogy between the alpha decay energy 
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etirves in the two regions, with their maxima at 84 and 128 neutrons, 

respectively, would strongly suggest that the maxima at 84 neutrons in 

the rare earth alpha decay energies are a consequence of the decreased 

neutron binding energies just beyond the closed shell46 of 82 neut±-ons 

in analogy to the maxima at 128 neutrons resulting from the abnormally 

low neutron binding energies just beyond the closed shell of 12'6 neutrons .• 

The effect on alpha decay energies of the 82 neutron closed shell 

was early suspected after discovery of rare earth alpha activityo Before 

~ element or mass assignments had be~n made ct~is relati<?n, o'£ the closed 
I', . . ' 

shell was discussed by Thompson~· ~o2 and by Perlnl.an .~~09 
.. 

and pr&-

dictions of the probable ~ss numbers of alpha active· nuclides madeo 
f . ·.• ' •·. 

Subsequent experimental work has borne out these predictions to a remark-

able degreeo 

The neutron binding energy comparisons of Harvey20 show clearly· an 

abnormal drop in the neutron·binding energies just be,yond 126 n~utrons, 
. . 

~d the few cases compared near 82 neutrons seem to i~dicate a like diS= 

continuityo The few experimentally determined neutron binding energies 

in Harveyas compilation near 82 neutrons can be used as a basis for calcu

lation of the neutron.binding ener~ies of isobaric nuclei using beta dec~ 

energies ·ror cl6sed cycle energy balance calculations similar to the cycle 

calcUlations of alph~ decay energies earlier in this sectiono Beta decay 

energies and.decay schemes from the NBS nuclear tables44 have. been used, 

except for the positron decay energy of Prl4°, wh.ich was recently redeter

mined48 spectrographically as 2o2.3 Mevo Table VI summarizes these calcula-

ti6ns. The differences, Lln, between actual and mass equation calculat.ed 
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~eutron binding energies is plotted against neutron number in Figure 16, 

as Harvey20 has done. A drop of' 1 .. 5 Mev in neutron binding energies in 

·crossing the 82 neutron configuration is seen. This discontinuity in the 

neutron binding energy evidently extends into the region of higher atomic 

number, wh~re it affects the alpha decay energies. 

Nuclide z 

Nd141 6o 
prJ..41 59 
Bal39 56 
Q-e141 58 

~l41 57 

~a141 56 

~dl50 60 

Ndl47 60 

Table VI 

Neutron Binding Energies Near 82 Neutrons 

(Binding energy of last neutron in nuclide.) 

N Bn Bn An 
Exp. (Mev) Mass Eqn. (Be;) - Bmass eqn) 

(Mev)· JMev 
--

81 7 .. 9 7 .. 25 +0 .. 7 

82 2.e.2 8o40 +1.1 
83 -~ 5 .. 63 -0.4 
83 5.7 6.26 -Ci.6 

84 6.8 7.43 -0.,6 

85 "-5.,0 5.30 -0.3 

90 ~ 7al6 +o .. 2 

83-87 -0 .. 62 
Ave .. 4 neutrons 
to Ndl47 

Underlining denotes experimental value from comp~lation ~£ ~arvey.20 
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The decreased neutron binding energies just beyond 82 neutrons facili

tate the observation of alpha emission in two respectso First, alpha decay 

energies are increased, ,and~ second~ the energies available to the electron 

capture or positron emission decay processes are decreasedo 

From small extrapolations of the curves in _F.igure 15 one might estimate 

the decay energies of~ few nuclides~ the alpha activities of which have not 

~et been detected, such as, Sm146, ~2o5 Mev~ sm148~ ~2o0 Mev, Pm145; ~2o0 Mevo 

Vith such energies alpha activity of sm146 should be barely detectable and 

that of sm148 and Pml45 undetectable by present techniques o Since the mag-

ni tude of the discontinuity in neutron binding energies at 82 neutrons is 

about-:. lo5 Mev the 8.3 and_ 82 neutron isotopes might be expected to have 

on the order of lo5 and 3 Mev, respectively~ less energy for alpha decay 

than the 84 neutron nuclide of the sam:ie Z _o This energy difference easily 

accqunts for the undetectably low alpha decay rate of sm144 and indicates 

~hat the alpha decay of nuclides with less than 84 ne~trons ~ay only become 

observable in elements with atomic number greater than 65 9 that of terbiumo 

It is interesting ~o note that as the atomic n~ber is increased with 

neutron number 84 the increase in alRha decay energy in going from atomic 
. i . ' ~- ' 

~umber 64 to 65 is_much greater than that in going from 63 to 64o In Table V, 

too, it is seen that, the energy difference .columr! shows the Tbl49 alpha 

~nergy to show the highest difference, some Oo3 Mev higher than the average 

of _the .lower elementso The observation might indicate that the 65th proton 

is less tightly.bound-than- the general average in the region, that 64 might 

9e a minor "magic number" proton configuration., -A small splitting between 

the 2d5/? ~nd 2d3/2 levels on the Mayer46 nuclear sheli model could account 
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for a slight extra stabilization of the 64 proton configuration. 

Similarly~ the observance of alpha activity in a gold and in a mercury nuclide 

might be an indication of a minor neutron magic number around 102 ~ 106 
. . 

nE::}u~ons (from the mass number linrl..:ts 183 ~ A!: 187 on the gold alpha emit-
. . . . 

ter). The numb·ers 100 at the splitting between the 2f7/2 and 2f5j2 ~d 

106 at the end of the 2£5/2 level can be derived from the Mayer shell modeL 

qlearlY~ until there is much more information on alpha decay energie~ of 

light gold and mercury nuclides~ the minor, magic nUm.ber possibility inust 

. r~ain only· speculat.ion. 
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-¥'PEND IX I., 

Methods of Investigation of Properties of ,Alpha :Ac:tive Nuclides 

1., Alpha particle energy., Alpha particle energies were obtained by 

measuring the amount of ionization produced in an ionization chamber filled 

with purified argon., Pulse height measurements were made by using the 

4~channel differential pulse height analyzer described by Ghiorso ~ ~.,12 

The pulse height of the unknown alpha activity was measured 9 and alpha activi

ty standards of known alpha energy were also measured for comparison., The 

unknown alpha energy was determined Iv linear interpolation or extrapolation 

from the standards., The linear dependenc~ of total ionization in pure argon 

gas to alpha particle en.ergy over a 'Wide range of energy has been shown 

~ Jesse 9 Forstat 9 and Sadauskisc49 

Figure 12 illustrates the use of the pulse generator comparison 

technique f'or determination of alpha energies" The pulse heights of un= 

knOwn and energy standard alpha emitters were matched with the output of 

a pulse generator and the output potentiometer setting on the pulse genera= 

;t.or recorded for each., The h~ight of pulses from the generator was known 

to be exactly proportional to the potentiometer setting., The plot of po

tentiometer readings against alpha particle energies was made using the 

yalues from the alpha energy standards~ and a straight line through these 

points and t~e origin was drawn., The -unknown alpha particle energies could 

be re.ad opposite their pote:qtiometer settings from the straight line ploto 

For obtaining the best possible alpha energy measurements thin, uni~ 

.form samples were often prepared by vaporization in vacuo of the alpha active 

~terial from a tungsten fil~t at white heat to a nearby platinum plate., 
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2., Half-life of activityo Half-life m~surements were usually made 

by the conventional method of plotting the logarithm ·of the .counting rate 

against time, with .the half-lite being determined from the slope of the 

straight line plot, after subtraction of contributions from o~er.activities 

and from general baekgroundo This method was used in this work for the 

determination of haJ.f-lives ranging from 4 minutes to .24 dayso The meth~ 

~:s of course, not applicable for the determination of extremely long half

liveso The best determination$ of half~lives of alpha activities 9 ~ere 

more than one activity was present in a sample, were made by plotting on 

the decay curve th~ integrated counting rates as determined from the total 

counts in a peak on the pulse analysis curveso Thus, with a complete or 

partial .:t'eso;L.ution of one activi~y from the others in the same sample~ less 

uncertainty was introduced into the half-life deter.mtDation by the sub-

traction of background activities" 

In the wol"k reported here it is not possible to rul:eout from experi= 

m.ental evidence alone the possibility that some of·the•activities are of 

the delayed alpha emitter typeg examples of l-lld • .ch f,l.re the familiar beta 

emitter LiS and the posit~on emdttersB8, N12
9 and Na20 ~ discovered by 

.Alvarezo5Q., Theoretical considerations concerning alpha decay rates as a 
.. : 

function of decay energy make it highly unlikely that any of the medium 

heavy element alpha emitters to be reported in this paper are of the de

~yed alpha emitter typeo The observed half-lives in decay of these activi

ties are thus presumed to be the true half-lives of the alpha actbre nuclides 

and not those of parent activitieso 



3o At;omic number of a1pha~tive nuclide. The determinations of 

atomic number were mad19 by chemical means in the case of all activities 

\mere ~~cal separations could be made in a length of time comparable 

to tlle half-liveso F'or activities with half-lives too short to permit 

ch~cal element assignment;s it was necessary to :r;-~s9rt to the physical , 

arguments alrea~ given concerning the appearance or ~onappe~ance of the 

~ctivity in bombardments of different target materialso 

Element assignments by chemical means were accomplished by making 

qhemical separations on the bombarded material and.observ~ng in which 

chemical fraction the activity of"int~rest appeared. By making adequate 

chemical separations the activity coUld. b,e e..ssigned to a single chemical 

elemento 

It should be mentioned that such chemical assignments of atomic nUmber 

do not llecessarily determine the !ltomic number of the alph~ active nuclideo 

f:he possibility al:tre.ys exists as mentioned in A,ppendix I ... 2 .that the activity 
. ---:.. . ' . ~ . . . ' . 

~f interest is a·shor~lived activity in equilibrium with a longer-lived 

parent activityo In this case the activity of interest would appear in 

the chemical fraction of the lo.nger-lived parent. Again it can only be 

said tha~ theoretical alpha decay.half-life considerations make it unlikely 

that such be 'the situation with any of the alpha emitters to be reported in 

this papero 

The rare earth elements (lanthanum through lutetium) present a special 

problem in ch.emical separation from one another, since they are vecy 

similar in chemical behavior. 

I 
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T~e necessity of using thin samples for alpha counting and alpha 

energy measurement places a restriction on the amount of carrier material 

Which may be added for the purpose of facilitating radiochemical separa

tionso The'catio~ exchange resin column separations to be mentioned be-

low easily meet these requirements since no added carrier is requiredo 

The separation of the individual rare earth elements :hn .. small amounts 

in the work reported here was usually made b,y elution from cation exchange 

resin columnso Dowex=50 resin51 (spherical fines) in the ammonium form 

was used exclusively in the columnso The eluting solutions of citric acid

ammonium citrate were alwys Oo25 11 in total citrate with 1 g/lophenol 

added to prevent the growth of moldo Most of the separations were made 

in a ja9keted column maintained at "\·,_, • 78° a -or 87° Co The ap}:aratus and 

te~hniques employed in the column se~arations at elevated temperatures have 

been described in detail in a recent articleol5 ll.here speed in separation 

was unnecessary, the elutions were sometimes made at roo~ temperature at 

a slower flow rate as described by vliikin~on and HiCJkso5C4 

Before sev~ral· column separations small amounts of various rare earth 

elements were added, in order that positive chemical identification of elu-

tion peaks could later be made by spectrographic analysiso 

Europium and gadolinium are not satisfactorily separated from one 

another by the cation exchange separations of the type described aboveo 

A sodium amalgam reduction procedure was employed as a means of effecting 

-t.heir separation, The zinc amalgam procedure described by Wilkinson and 

Hicks52 for europium reduction was found to give extremely low yields 'unless 

europium carrier material was added in amounts too large for good alpha 
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counting., Howeverp the sodium amalgam procedure described here was found 

to give a good yield of carrier free eUropium activity. The reduction po-

tential is sufficient to reduce samar:i,.um into the amalgam phase in low yield, 

and thus canno,t be used effectively as the basis of a separation of europium 

from samarium. This procedure is essentially that used by Newton and Ballou 

for separation of samarium and europium fission products from other rare 

E3arths.,53 

Amalgam Procedurez Dissolve the europium oxide or hydroxide (not 

more than. 10 mgm) in a minimum of hjdrochloric acid., Dilute the solution 

to 15 m1 with water, and ·add ten drops of glacial acetic.acide To the 

solution in a separatory funnel add 4 m1 of 0.,5 percent sodi~ amalgam. 

Shake for five seconds and transfer the amalgam ~er to a second separa

tory funnel containing 30 m1 of waier., . Again shake and transfer. to a .third 

~el containing 30 m1 of water. Finally, shake and transfer to a fourth 

funnel containing 20 ml 2 H HCl., After the evolution of hydrogen has ceased, 

the· europium fraction can be recovered by hydroxide precipitation of the 

aqueous phase in the fourth funnels> while the gadolinium can be recovered 

from the aqueous phase in the first funnelo 
•' 

The radioactive mercury fraction was separated from the bombarded gold 

l·eaf by volatilizationo Within, a special steel chamber the gold was heate<3, 

s.trongly under a platinum plate, which was cooled on the back by circ'4ating 

water. The mercury condensed on the platinum plateo 

A gold fraction was isolated from the gold or platinum targets by dis

s~lving these metal targets in hot, concentrated aqua regia, diluting the 

solutions to about 6 ~in acid.and extracting the gold chloride into 
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ethyl acetate~ which was then washed once or twice with 2 H HClo The gold 

lola~ 'recovered by evaporating-the ethyl acetate solution on a platinum plateo 

4o Mass numbero Determinations of mass number of the alpha active 

nuclides studied in_ this investigation were made by two methods:. (a) De

duction f'rom production yields of activity as a function of energy of boll'P 

bardment (excitation functions)~ and (b) mass spectrographic isotope 

s'eparation with detection of alpha activity by nuclear emulsion transfer 

plateo25 A third method of mass as~ignment~ the deduction from observation 

qf daughter activities of know mass number, 1i1d not .facl:ill:i.<t!lt4i)O,-, any mass 

assignments of the alpha activities reported here., 

For the alpha active isotopes within a few mass numbers of the nat~ally 

occurring isotopes the first method proved most conveniento 

Alpha particle bombardment exci~tion functions were determined_ by 

60-inch cyclotron bombardments using a "stacked foil" techniqueo A series 

qf Oo00025 inch platinum envelopes, each containing Ool mgm of samarium 

. oxide were bombarded, one behind the other in the special water cooled inter-

ceptpr referred to in section IIoAo The alpha :r:article energy bombarding 

each oxide sample was calculated from the initial energy and the thickness 

of absorbing material before the sampleo The nuclear reaction P.Y which a 

given, activity is formed can often be determined by estimation of the ener

getic thresholdo The Gdl48 mass assignment was made in this manner (cf o Sec

tion JII Bl) o 

For isotopes many mass numbers away from beta stability:; mass assign-

ments c~ot usually be made with certainty on the basis of excitation £unc-

tions alone, although mass number limits can be seto 
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A mass spectrogra:phic technique was used for the mass assignment of 

the Tbl49 alpha activity. This technique is described in the report by 

two. of the authors in collaboration with Reynolds25 on th.e mass assignment 

of the Thl49 and Sml47 alpha activities. The mass spectrographic technique 

as applied to Tbl-49 is limited to activities of at least several hours 

half-life that can be produced in relatively large amounts6 

5. Other mod.es of decayo Since the alpha active nuclides studied 

~ere all lie to the neutron-deficient side of beta stability, it seems cer

tain that all (wit~ the exception ~f ool50 and possibly Gdl48) will under-

go decay by orbital electron capture, and some of the nuclides may exhibit 

P,OSitron emission also. These decay processes give rise to electron and 

electromagnetic radiation,·referred to colle~tively as beta-gamma activity. 

The beta-gamma radiations were studied by standard techniques using 

~gon-filled or xenon-filled Geiger counters, a windowless methane-filled 

p~portional coun~er, and a small beta ray spectrometer of low resolution. 

Counting through various abso;rbers was done to give iD+ormation on energies . ' . 

and relative abunda+lces of various components of beta-g~ radiations. 
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APPENDIX II 

Correction to Alpha Decay Energy from Electron Screening. 

Recently Ambrosino and Piatier4° have pointed out that it is not 

quite correct to use the observed alpha decay energy (alpha particle energy 

plus recoil energy) in the barrier penetration expressions relating alpha 

decay energies with decay rat·es o The presence of the elec~ron cJ bud about 
\ 

the nuclei undergo~ alpha d~ay necessitates the application of correction 

termso 

Firstly, they reason, one should use in decay expressio~s the energy 

release of the nuclear alpha emis.sion process itself o The conseriration 

of .energy demands that the nuclear process must have a decay energy exceeding 

that observed in the laboratory (by alpha paeticle energy measurements or 

by calorimetric measUrements) by at least the difference in total. binding 

energy of the orbital electrons to the parent and to the daughter nucleio 

This correction could be calculated by adding the term values for all the 

orbital e~ectrohs in the two nuclei and taking the difference, or it could 

l?e 'estimated from the expression for total electron binding energy cal~u

lated from the Fermi~Thomas54 mcrl el (W = 2Q;.,8:3 Z 7/3 ev55) o The correction 

amounts to about 4Q' kev in the case of the uranium~ thorium differenceo 

('36 kev by the estimate of Ambrosino and Pia tier o ) 

In addition to this correction, Ambrosino and Piatier point out that 

a £urther correction to the decay energy must be made by considering the 

amount by which the ef£ective nuclear potential barrier for alpha particles 

is lowered by the presence of the cloud of negatively charged orbital 

electronso For estimation of this effect they use the Fermi-Thomas model 
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series approximation56 to the electrostatic potential of a nucleus surrounded 

by its electron cloud and consider the lowering of the potential at the 

nuclear radius to constitute a second correction to the alpha decay.energy 

to be added to the firsto The magnitude of this correction is estimated 

for the uranium - thorium difference to be 38 kev, the value of the s.econd 

term in the series expansion of the potential energy of a doubly charged 

particle in the.electrostatic field of anuclideo 

r 4 3/2 · 2 1 (1) V(r) "" 2ex (1 + Bx +;)X · - 5]3x5 2 + ooo) 

(energy units) 

'Were x ""·I./1-l-p ... "" 32/3 h2/2l3/3 n 4/3 me~lj, ~ 

Y = 213/3 n 4/3 me3z4/3 /32/3 h2, and B = -lo589o 

. ·~·' ,, . 

The ·terms after the. second were found to be negligible at, the nuclear radius 

distanceo . (The first term is the uncorrected pure coulombic nuclear poten

. tiaL The second term 2eBY == 97 o4Z~/3 kev .,) 

l'lhile the present aut.hors agree that a correction term at least as 

la~ge as the first mentiol].ed correction must certainly be made, it dc;>es· 

not seem permissible to add to this the correction from the second t~rm 

in the series expansion of equation (l)o That the addition of both these 

co~ections57 amounts virtually to correcting twice for the same effect has 

been recently demonstrated in unpublished ivork of Serber arid Snydero 

That it would be incorrect to make both corrections can be seen from 

the following arguments: the energy release of the nuclear process itself 

can be calculated by simple consideration of the conservation of ene~gy as 

outlined for the first correctiono Strictly speaking~ the difference in 
i 
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total electron binding energies before and afte:r alpha decay should be added 

to the total .. energy released in the laboratory to obtain the energy release 

of the nuclear process. This total energy would comprise the alpha particle 

energy, recoil energy, and any excitation energy of the electron cloud about 

the residual nucleus. 

The problem of ionization of atoms in alpha decay has been. treated 

theoretically by Migda1.58 From.his results it seems unlikely that the 

average energy of electronic excitation following alpha decay will be great 

enough to affect significantly the alpha decay cSlculations. 

Now, the question is asked: how much is the effective nuclear poten-

tial barrier lowered by the presence of the electron cloud? ClearlY:", any 

charge density lying outside the· nucleus cannot affect the potential barrier 

effective for the escaping alpha particle except insofar as that external 

charge density might deviate from spherical symmetry and induce a polariza

tion of the nuclear charge. Such a polarization induced by the electron 

cloud is certainly negligible in this problem. Any electron charge density 

lying within the nuclear volume would, on the other hand, lower the nuclear 

potential barrier by decreasing the effective nuclear charge. The. magnitude 

of this latter effect was estimated for mercury (Z = 80) using the relati

vistic expression of Racah59 for theK electron density near the nucleus. 

The probability of a K electron being within the nucleus is about lo-8. 

Considering all the orbital electrons the reduction in nuclear .. ch~g~ will 

be of the order of lo-7 electronic charge, which will lower the barrier for 

alpha particles by only 0.03 ev, a negligible amount. 
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The second term in equation (1) thus does not represent an estimate of 

the barrier lowering due to electronic charge within the nucleus,- but is a 

constant potential term independent of r 9 numerically fixed by ·the arbitrary 

assignment of zero for the electrostatic potential at infinite distanceo The 

lowering of the pqte~tial barrier by electronic charge with~n the nucleus 

would be estimated by the Fermi~Thomas model from the series terms ·following 

the second, a negligible amount at the nuclear radiusc 

It is interesting, though, to note that it is no coincidence tha,t the 

second term of equation (1) is nearly equal to the seemingly unrelated first 

correctiono This relation is most readily seen by considering the correction 

term in the two extreme cases of orbital electron interaction in the alpha 
• • I 

decay processo 

First, if the time of traversal of the electronic cloud by the alpha 

particle were very long compared to . the mean time for rearrangement of the 

electronic wave.functions 9 ·then presumably the electron wave functions would 

smoothly rearrange (adiabatically) as the alpha particle was escaping, the 

electrons of the residual nuclide would be left unexcited 9 and the alpha 
'·.t: 

particle and 'recoil would carry off the energy of the nuclear process less 

the difference in total electron binding energies as kinetic energyo 

Ambrosino and Piatier~-s first, correction would be appropriateo 

· On the other hand, if the time for traversal of the electron clou¢1 by 

the alpha p1 rticle is very short wit,h respect to the time of rea:t~rangement 
' l 

of the electron wave functions, it would be appropriate to use the sudden 

approximation, ioeo, that the alpha particle completely escapes before a~ 

rearrangement of electronic wave functions occurs o In this case the , final 
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kinetic energy of the alpha particle and recoil nuclide would be that of the 

nuclear process less the difference in electron binding_energies less some 

··amount of electronic excitation energy of the recoil nuclideo The decay 

energy of the nuclear process could-then be calculated from the observed, alpha 

rarticle energy by noting thatthe alpha decay took place within the·electron 

cloud of the pa~ent nucleus in a region at a potential 38 kev. (for uranium) 

lower that that if the electron .cloud w.s absento The alpha decay energy 

of the·nuclear process must then have been just 38 kev,greater than·the energy 

of alpha particle plus recoil nuclideo 

The work required to decrease the total binding energy of the electron's 

(as considered in the f~rst correction term) is done by the alpha p~icle 

in moving. from the center of the electron cl9ud to infinity against ~e 

attractive coulombic forces between electrons and alpha particle (as.consider-

ed in the second c~rrection ter.m)o · 

Neither of the above two approximations is entirely applicable to alpha 

decay9 for the average veloc~ties of the more tightly bound e+ectrons in a 

heavy nucleus ~e greater than the velocity of emission of the alpha~parti

cleo Since alpha particle energies are generally determined by estimating 

the maximum energy of emission rather than the average~ the electronic exci-

tation energy should be of less concerno The correction to be-added to the 
' ' 

maximum alpha decay energy observed should be very nearly the first-correction, 
. . 

.the change in total electron binding energy in the alpha decay processo 

.. ; 
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In view of the above considerations, the first of the two corrections 

has alone been used for the calculations of alpha decay rate in this paper o 

The correction made was estimated from the total electron binding energy 

given by the Fermi-Thomas model i but with the change ~at the coefficient 15 .6 

from exp~rimental data60 rather than the theor~ti'cal 20.83 value was usedo 

The total. binding energy is then Y. = 15 o6 Z 7/3 kev. The .screening 

correction term used is twice the derivative of W with respect to Z evaluated 

at Z - 1. 

Esc= 72.8 (Z- 1)4/3. 
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SECTION OF ISOTOPE CHART 

e e e 
Oy Oy Oy 

66 7M 19M 2.3H 

a4.21 a4.06 a3.61 

a c 
Tbl49 Tb:~ 

65 4.1H 19H 
a 3.95 a3.44 

b c e c 
Gdl48 Gd 

149 
Gd 

150 

64 long long 

AlOMIC a3.16 a 2.7 

No. e c e b c 
144 145 146 

Eu
14 149 Eu Eu Eu Eu 
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(3+2.5 K,e0.4 ~.r,gG 
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no .., 
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NEUTRON No. 
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SECTION OF ISOTOPE CH.P.RT SHOrTING THE Ri:RE EJ:RTH J.LPI:A Ei,JITTERS. 
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